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THE NORTH CYPRUS CONFERENCE SECTOR:
ESTABLISHING A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
JULIDE ORAL and JULIE WHITFIELD
School of Tourism, Bournemouth University, Poole, Dorset, UK
North Cyprus had recently positioned itself as a conference destination. Given external and internal
factors such as political isolation and the over dependency on casino tourism, policy makers have
recognized the importance of the conference sector in creating sustainable growth for North Cy-
prus’s tourism-driven economy. Increasingly, Turkish conference organizers are choosing North
Cyprus as a destination to host conferences. As such, Turkish conference organizers were ques-
tioned via an Internet-based questionnaire to determine attributes considered important within the
conference destination selection process. An Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) was per-
formed; the findings identified that North Cyprus was perceived as a high performer with reference
to: ease of accessibility, distance of destination, conference venue and accommodation price, safety
and security, climate, hospitality, quality, quantity, and availability of hotel rooms. However, in
relation to North Cyprus, a unique application of IPA identified macro- and microdestination attri-
butes that North Cyprus should improve on: transportation within destination, availability of tech-
nological resources, the range of conference venues, conference staff training, destination’s market-
ing activities, and quality of local restaurants. The findings provided implications for destination
managers in terms of branding, as well as conference venue and accommodation providers in terms
of targeting conference organizers more effectively and promoting North Cyprus to conference
sector stakeholders.
Key words: Turkish Republic of North Cyprus; Conference sector; Importance-Performance Analysis;
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Introduction Greek Cypriot cofounders. Since 1974 Cyprus has
been geographically separated. In the South, Greek
Cypriots are the islands majority, with TurkishCyprus is located in the Mediterranean Sea, ap-
proximately 60 km South of Turkey, 96 km West Cypriots forming the minority to the North (M.
Altinay & Bicak, 1998). In 1983, North Cyprusof Syria, and 322 km from the mainland of Greece
(Rustem, 1987). The island exists as a bicommu- declared independence as the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC), although this Republicnal republic established in 1960 by Turkish and
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is only recognized by Turkey. In the latter half of taken by North Cyprus. With this in mind, the arti-
cle concludes by providing policy makers and des-the 1980s North Cyprus declared its tourism sector
as the principle driver of economic development tination managers, as well as conference venue
and accommodation providers, in North Cyprus(M. Altinay & Hussain, 2005). However, as an in-
ternationally isolated island state, which imports a with recommendations.
large proportion of the goods and produce con-
sumed by tourism, and with no direct flights, The Political, Economic, and Sociocultural
North Cyprus has achieved limited success in the Development of North Cyprus
mass tourism market (Alipour & Kilic, 2005).
The historical development of Cyprus is wellIn response to this, North Cyprus has recently
documented (Arasli, Katircioglu, & Mehtap-Smadi,positioned itself as a conference destination in-
2005; Hitchens, 1997; Ostergren & Rice, 2004;vesting in the conference sector with aspirations of
Yirmibesoglu, 2008). It is not the authors’ inten-making North Cyprus an international conference
tion to provide a further in-depth analysis of thedestination. Increasingly, Turkish conference or-
political, economic, and sociocultural history ofganizers are choosing North Cyprus as a destina-
the island, but rather to pre´cis the pertinent tempo-tion to host conferences. The Turkish conference
ral events.market offers greater potential than vacation or ca-
In 1974, following decades of political, eco-sino tourism. The modern-day conference sector is
nomic, and sociocultural turmoil, an attemptedone of the fastest growing, and highest yielding
coup d’etat by Greek Cypriot military against thesectors within the overall tourism industry (Whit-
incumbent government, led to Turkish military in-field, 2009). However, delivering both customer
tervention. Approximately 160,000 Greek Cypri-value and satisfaction are crucial elements in
ots fled south, while 50,000 Turkish Cypriots fledmaintaining the attractiveness and competitive ad-
north. This resulted in the island being dividedvantage of the North Cyprus conference sector.
into two distinct geographical regions (Sonmez &Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) is an
Apostolopoulos, 2000). In 1975, North Cyprus de-effective method for evaluating a conference desti-
clared a Turkish Federative State of Cyprusnation’s competitive position in the marketplace,
(Kıbrıs Tu¨rk Federe Devleti), which was rejectedthus identifying improvement opportunities and
by the Republic of Cyprus, the United Nationsguiding strategic planning efforts in seeking to es-
(UN), and the international community. Eighttablish a competitive advantage (Deng, 2008;
years of failed negotiations followed until 1983,Hawes & Rao, 1985; Martilla & James, 1977;
when the North declared its independence as theMyers, 1999). In terms of North Cyprus, the ap-
TRNC (Yirmibesoglu, 2008). This unilateral dec-plication of IPA is unique in that it identifies
laration of independence was again rejected by themacro- and microdestination attributes. In terms of
Republic of Cyprus, the UN, and the internationalmacrodestination attributes these relate to the des-
community; indeed, North Cyprus today is onlytination as a whole, while microdestination attri-
recognized by Turkey. The North’s economy re-butes relate to the individual agents that constitute
mains highly dependent on foreign aid from Tur-the destination (e.g., conference venues, hotels,
key (Alipour & Kilic, 2005). After continued po-restaurants). Overall, IPA identifies which product
litical negotiation, the border between the Northand/or service attributes a conference destination
and South opened in April 2003, and in 2004 ashould focus on to enhance customer satisfaction
referendum took place on an UN-brokered peace(Matzler, Fuchs, & Schubert, 2004). Thus, the pri-
settlement. Turkish Cypriots accepted the pro-mary aim of this article is to determine what prod-
posal, while Greek Cypriots rejected it. Conse-uct and/or service attributes attracts Turkish con-
quently, Cyprus became a European Union mem-ference organizers to North Cyprus. Additionally,
ber as a segregated island, with North Cyprusthis article investigates how North Cyprus could
effectively excluded.maintain and develop itself as a conference desti-
An international trade embargo was initiatednation. Identifying attributes that could be used
within any branding/promotional exercise under- against North Cyprus, which is effectively a closed
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state. It is unable to establish any economic and/ partition and 20 years of independence, the North’s
government did not establish a viable economic sys-or political relations with other nations, other than
tem comparable with that of the South, but insteadTurkey, due to its political nonrecognition and im-
focused on establishing a robust agricultural sectorposed embargoes. As a consequence there are no
serving the predominantly rural population (Ioan-direct flights to the North, with flights being
nides, 1995). Thus, the tourism sectors’ evolutionrouted via Turkey prior to their final destination
has suffered due to these institutional weaknessesat either Gec¸itkale or Ercan airports, airports only
(Alipour & Kilic, 2005; Aron, 2000). Additionally,recognized by Turkey. In addition, North Cyprus’s
public transport stock is old and infrastructure prob-seaports of Kyrenia and Famagusta are deemed
lematic. This has been accepted and improvementclosed to shipping by the Republic of Cyprus since
to the transport infrastructure has begun (Gurbuz,1974 (Warner, 1999). As an island state it imports
2009). A lack of a tourism master plan, deficienta large proportion of the goods and produce con-
institutional structure, a lack of clear policy for thesumed, which it does so via Turkey. Overall,
sector, and problematic transport/infrastructure areNorth Cyprus has remained far less developed
just a few of the many problems that are internalthan the Republic of Cyprus to the South (Webster
to North Cyprus. Both internal and external factors& Dallen, 2006). In response to this, tourism was
have brought about a culture where by customerviewed as a basic priority sector for the economic
value and satisfaction have not been engendered.development of North Cyprus (Arasli et al., 2005).
Customer satisfaction is achieved through the pro-
vision of quality product; a quality product is per-
The Tourism Sector of North Cyprus: ceived to be in existence when the supplier meets
From Vacation to Casino to Conferences the customers’ expectations (Whitfield, 2005a).
Due to these external and internal factors the tour-
Prior to 1974, North Cyprus undertook the ism sector of North Cyprus has been unable to
greatest share of tourism development (Butler &
compete with other destinations in the region de-
Mao, 1995; Lockhart, 1997), However, since 1974 spite its potential to produce a unique product.
tourism has been developed extensively in South To compliment vacation tourism in North Cy-
Cyprus (Andronikou, 1987), while declining with prus, casino development was proposed. Although
underdevelopment in the North (Clements, 1998). casino development was permitted in North Cy-
Overall, the failure of the tourism sector in North prus from 1975, it was not until the mid-1990s
Cyprus can be attributed to two broad factors; that that the pace of casino development grew. The
of external and internal/endogenous (Alipour & principle driver for this being the closure of Turk-
Kilic, 2005). External factors were created through ish casinos by the Islamic-led government, which
the islands partition, and exacerbated by the South’s occurred in 1998 (Katircioglu, Arasli, & Ekiz,
continual efforts to achieve unification of Cyprus. 2007; Scott, 2003). It was envisaged that casinos
These factors include the total international em- would provide extra leisure opportunities for vaca-
bargo on the North, lack of communication between tion tourism in North Cyprus (Zaman, 2007),
the island’s two geographic regions, international while increasing the demand for hotel accommo-
sanctions on aviation and trade, nonrecognition by dation. This includes non-casino hotels being uti-
the international community, a military presence, lized as overflow accommodation for casino ho-
and continual dependency on Turkish financial as- tels, and that casinos would be a source for local
sistance (Akis, Peristianis, & Warner, 1996; Dodd, employment. Other tourism-related services such
1995; Lockhart, 1997). as food and beverage outlets and entertainment
Internal/endogenous factors include institutions would also benefit (Benar & Jenkins, 2008). Addi-
responsible for the development of tourism. From tionally, revenue from gaming licenses and taxes
a planning and policy perspective, the govern- would provide a profitable source of income for
ment, and its respective agencies, is the principle the government (Scott, 2003). However, in reality
institution responsible for tourism development the hotels of North Cyprus only achieved full ca-
pacity when flights brought mainland visitors from(Alipour & Kilic, 2005). For the last 30 years of
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Istanbul at Turkish Bayrams (religious holidays) (Morgan, 1994). In doing so the creation of a con-
ference center also acts as a tool to regenerate the(Warner, 1999). Gambling-related bookings only
rose by 10–15% in the 8 months after the closure destination’s urban image. Furthermore, the over-
all economic development that is stimulated byof the casinos in Turkey (Tezgo¨r, 1998). More-
over, Turkish visitors stayed for short periods, on conference activity will lead to greater income lev-
els for and higher demands from the host popula-average 2.9 days in 2008, with the majority of
tourists arriving on inclusive packages. Accommo- tion. This will not only increase taxation revenue
available for local investment, but also make localdation and food costs were paid before their ar-
rival (Warner, 1999), resulting in reduced finan- investments more attractive by generating higher
levels of local demand for general consumption,cial expenditure by gaming tourists in the local
community, and non-casino hotels remained un- particularly for consumer durables (Whitfield,
2005b). This is seen as a cascading effect of ex-filled (Zaman, 2007). Therefore, casinos tourism
has not contributed to the economy as much as penditure (Rogers, 2003). It is therefore important
to create and implement a sustainable strategicanticipated.
tourism plan, designed to protect a destination’sSince the border between the North and South
traditional markets, while testing markets in se-opened in April 2003, Greek Cypriots have been
lected emergent sectors (Whitfield, 2006).viewed as a market for casino tourism in North
Although North Cyprus relied on casino tour-Cyprus; however, reliance on the Greek Cypriot
ism, hotel occupancy rates were relatively low,community may have been overemphasized. A
particularly in the winter season (Turkay, 2007).stigma is still attached to Greek Cypriots spending
Conference tourism is considered to increase themoney in the North, which they consider illegiti-
longevity of the tourism season. Thus, conferencemate and an unrecognized state (Webster & Dal-
tourism is considered to offer opportunities for ho-len, 2006). Furthermore, South Cyprus has itself
tels in North Cyprus. The principle market forconsidered entering the casino industry (Tolgay,
conference tourism has been from Turkey. Jour-2007), although there is no fundamental shift in
ney times are less than 1 hour from most Turkishmotion to achieve this. Although the opening of
cities. Though Turkey is able to offer a similar, ifthe border provides an opportunity for the growth
not more developed, tourism product than Northof casino tourism, South Cyprus entering the in-
Cyprus, there is still a substantial demand for host-dustry poses a significant threat. Consequently,
ing conferences in North Cyprus. Table 1 showsNorth Cyprus has begun diversifying with invest-
the frequency of travel of Turkish nationals withment in conference tourism (TRNC Ministry of
respect to place and purpose of travel.Tourism, Environment, and Culture, 2008).
The total number of travelers for conference
tourism throughout 2008 was 20,197. AlthoughThe Conference Sector of North Cyprus
conference tourism is embryonic, these figures
Destination managers can regenerate a destina- show that the potential growth of conference tour-
tion by looking at new markets; however, they ism should not be underestimated. Unlike vacation
should seek to protect the destination’s traditional tourism, whereby factors combine to prevent cus-
markets (Cooper, Fletcher, Gilbert, & Wanhill, tomer value and satisfaction from being created,
1998). As such, destinations should identify new the success of the conference sector in North Cy-
markets that are both geographically and behavior- prus will depend on superior customer value and
ally segmented, thus reducing their dependence on satisfaction being engendered. It is therefore im-
a single market. In order to identify and attract perative that the government of North Cyprus con-
these new markets, changes will be required in the tinually attempt to recognize those product and/
marketing mix. For example, the product offered, or service attributes deemed critical to generating
in terms of accommodation, attractions, and prices customer satisfaction as well as customer loyalty
charged, may not meet the needs of the new mar- in order to maintain a competitive advantage
(Deng, 2008).ket and new distribution channels may be required
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Table 1
Frequency of Travel of Turkish Nationals With Respect to Place and Purpose of Travel in 2008
First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter
TRNC Other TRNC Other TRNC Other TRNC Other
Leisure/entertainment 39,417 276,985 69,886 305,129 57,153 309,249 66,545 263,493
Visiting relatives 41,015 259,940 53,663 426,806 35,887 337,161 53,102 338,777
Conference 3,196 36,754 8,736 54,407 2,215 23,482 6,050 57,807
Duty 1,065 85,759 21,216 131,037 27,912 103,674 18,821 131,074
Trade 7,457 250,352 7,488 245,850 6,646 111,649 10,755 310,545
Education 1,598 28,231 6,864 56,783 6,646 49,179 7,394 47,724
Source: Adapted from Turkiye Istatistik Kurumu (2008).
Methodology Choi & Boger, 2000; Oppermann, 1996; Weber,
2000).The empirical data utilized within this study
was collected via a quantitative approach using a Importance-Performance Analysis
sample of 250 conference organizers from Turkey.
A questionnaire was developed and a list of 25 IPA, first introduced by Martilla and James
(1977), is a framework for analyzing product attri-destination attributes ranging from the destina-
tion’s conference facilities to the destination’s butes in order to identify critical performance attri-
butes for products and/or services. The fundamen-general environment was utilized. Once the ques-
tions were devised they were sent to a professional tal premise of this technique is to consider the
relationship between importance and performance,translator for translation into the Turkish lan-
guage. Although it was anticipated that English is whereby performance levels for attributes of a par-
ticular product/service should be proportional toa widely spoken language, to reduce the risk of
a low response rate the survey was distributed in the importance of the selected attributes (Slack,
1991). The higher the importance rating, the moreTurkish. The questionnaires were emailed to the
conference organizers. The surveys were sent out likely the attribute is to play a critical role in deter-
mining customer satisfaction, and conversely thewith a cover letter in the body of the email. The
data collection period lasted approximately 2 lower the importance ratings the lesser the attri-
butes role in affecting overall perceptions (Barsky,months (August–September 2009) during which
three reminder emails were sent out consecutively 1995). The objective is to identify those attributes,
or combinations of, that are more influential in de-a week apart from each other. A total response
rate of 16.4% (41 responses) was achieved by the termining repeat visitation and those that have less
impact. This information is invaluable in the pro-end of the primary data collection period. Primary
research was analyzed using a two-step process. cess of devising successful marketing strategies
(Ford, Joseph, & Joseph, 1993), and thus “directThe first step included calculating the means and
median values of the importance and performance scarce resources to areas where performance im-
provement is likely to have the most effect onfactors. This was achieved through SPSS v17 (Sta-
tistical Package for the Social Sciences). Sec- overall customer satisfaction” (Lovelock, Patter-
son, & Walker, 2001, p. 150),ondly, Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA)
was utilized as the main analysis tool to identify Fundamental to the success of IPA is the identi-
fication of relevant attributes to the situation underthe exact strengths and weaknesses of North Cy-
prus as a conference destination. It also provides investigated. Such attributes can be identified
through a literature trawl, focus group interviewspolicy makers with beneficial insight for recogniz-
ing areas of performance that are of main concern as well as managerial judgment. A list of macro-
and microdestination attributes was established; ofand require improvement (Baloglu & Love, 2003;
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the 25 attributes, 8 were macrodestination attri- Findings
butes (i.e., they related to North Cyprus in its en- Respondents were asked one prequalifying ques-
tirety). A further 17 were microdestination attri-
tion concerning the number of conferences theybutes (i.e., they related to individual agents within had previously organized in North Cyprus. ResultsNorth Cyprus such as conference venues, accom- identify that 34.1% of the sample reported that
modation providers, and restaurants). Based on
they had not organized any conference in North
this list of attributes respondents are asked two Cyprus. Conversely, 31.7% reported they had or-questions. The first question asks respondents, in ganized two or three, 7.4% reported they had orga-
relation to North Cyprus, to assign a level of im-
nized four or five, and 26.8% reported they hadportance to each attribute using a 5-point Likert
organized more than five conferences in North
scale (ranging from “not very important” to “very Cyprus. In summary, almost two thirds (65.9%) ofimportant”). Following this, respondents were
respondents had organized more than one confer-
asked to evaluate the performance of North Cy-
ence in North Cyprus, and as such were aware ofprus with respect to the same list of 25 attributes
conference facilities within the region.
using a 5-point Likert scale with answers ranging
from “very poor” to “excellent.” IPA for confer- Importance-Performance Values for Destination
ence destination selection can be expressed as: Attributes for North Cyprus
Results show that those factors most importantCDAd = a=1ΣN(1a)(Pad)
to Turkish conference organizers are related mainly
to conference facilities. Conversely, the least im-where CDAd = conference destination attractive-
ness of destination d; Ia = importance of attribute portant factors are related to leisure activities. The
mean values for each of the attributes were calcu-a(a = 1, . . ., N); Pad = performance of destination d
with respect to attribute a (Oppermann, 1996, p. lated to identify the perceived importance level,
as shown in Table 2. As indicated in Table 2, 20179).
The calculated mean and median performance attributes had a mean above 4.0, two had means
between 3.5 and 4.0, and three had means belowand importance scores are subsequently used as
coordinates for plotting individual attributes on a 3.0. The attribute with the highest importance
mean was ease of accessibility to destination (4.73),two-dimensional matrix (Sampson & Showalter,
1999). Attribute importance is plotted on the x- followed by availability of high-quality confer-
ence venues (4.68), safety and security of destina-axis and attribute performance on the y-axis. The
priority for improving attributes are then inferred tion (4.66), availability of technological resources
(4.63), availability of a range of conference venues(Bacon, 2003). From the resultant four-quadrant
matrix, as shown in Figure 2, those attributes in (4.59), reasonably priced conference venues (4.59),
and quantity of good quality hotels (4.54). Allquadrant 3 should be viewed as major weaknesses,
and thus resources devoted to their immediate im- these attributes received a median score of 5. The
three least important attributes each with an im-provement (Martilla & James, 1977). While attri-
butes in quadrant 1, deemed major strengths portance mean below 3.0 were the availability of
casinos (2.10), followed by beaches (2.80) andshould be sustained and promoted (Lambert &
Sharma, 1990). IPA has been employed and ex- quality of nightlife (2.88). These factors received
median scores of 2, 3, and 3 respectively.tended, including in destination image/selection
research (Chon & Evans, 1989; Chon, Weaver, & Results in Table 2 also show that the mean and
median values for performance with regards to theKim, 1991; Crompton & Duray, 1985; Go &
Zhang, 1997; Goodrich, 1978; Kanu, Seraku, Ta- selected North Cyprus attributes were highest for
factors relating to the conference destination’s en-kahashi, & Tsuji, 1984; Sampson & Showalter,
1999; Weber, 2000; Wu, Hsiao, & Kuo, 2004). vironment. Conversely, attributes with a low mean
value and thus in need of improvement are relatedHowever, the basic framework of IPA remains the
same, and it is this basic framework that is utilized to the destination’s conference facilities. The high-
est performing attribute with a mean above 4.0within this article.
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Table 2
Mean and Median Values for Importance and Performance Regarding North Cyprus’s Destination Attributes
Importance Importance Performance Performance
Mean Rank Median Rank Mean Rank Median Rank
Ease of accessibility to destination 4.73 1 5.00 1= 3.22 13 3.00 2=
Distance of destination 4.17 15 4.00 2= 3.56 5 4.00 1=
Ease of transportation within destination 4.50 7 5.00 1= 2.98 22 3.00 2=
Availability of technological resources 4.63 4 5.00 1= 3.08 20 3.00 2=
Availability of a range of conference venues 4.59 5 5.00 1= 3.10 19 3.00 2=
Reasonably priced conference venues 4.59 5 5.00 1= 3.28 11 3.00 2=
Availability of high-quality conference venues 4.68 2 5.00 1= 2.92 23 3.00 2=
Availability of trained conference staff 4.43 9 5.00 1= 2.63 25 3.00 2=
Availability of congress/exhibition space 4.49 8 5.00 1= 3.11 18 3.00 2=
Overall value of organizing a congress 4.18 14 4.00 2= 3.16 15 3.00 2=
Availability of casinos 2.10 22 2.00 4= 3.91 2 4.00 1=
Quality of nightlife 2.88 20 3.00 3= 3.24 12 3.00 2=
Beaches 2.80 21 3.00 3= 3.62 4 3.00 2=
City’s reputation 3.85 19 4.00 2= 3.33 10 3.00 2=
Safety and security of destination 4.66 3 5.00 1= 3.67 3 4.00 1=
Climate 4.07 18 4.00 2= 4.08 1 4.00 1=
Hospitality 4.20 13 4.00 2= 3.43 6 3.00 2=
Local support 4.30 11 4.00 2= 3.18 14 3.00 2=
Destinations previous performance 4.31 10 4.00 2= 3.14 16 3.00 2=
Promotional appeal 4.10 17 4.00 2= 3.00 21 3.00 2=
Destinations marketing activities 4.11 16 4.00 2= 2.89 24 3.00 2=
Quality of local restaurants 4.27 12 4.00 2= 3.13 17 3.00 2=
Reasonably priced hotel rooms 4.43 9 4.00 2= 3.34 9 3.00 2=
Availability of hotel rooms 4.43 9 4.00 2= 3.35 8 3.00 2=
Quantity of good quality hotels 4.54 6 5.00 1= 3.38 7 3.00 2=
was climate (4.08), followed by availability of ca- For Figure 1 the overall mean for importance
sinos (3.91), safety and security of destination (3.0) and the overall mean for performance (3.15)
(3.67), beaches (3.62), distance of destination (3.56), were used to divide the plot into four quadrants,
hospitality (3.43), and quantity of good quality ho- while the median value of 3 was used to divide
tels (3.38). The remaining attributes were all Figure 2 into the respective quadrants. The four
above 2.5 with the three lowest attributes being quadrants distinguish between low and high im-
availability of trained conference staff (2.63), des- portance and between low and high performance.
tination’s marketing activities (2.89), and avail- Quadrant 1 on Figures 1 and 2 is classified as
ability of high-quality conference venues (2.92). “Keep up the good work,” and attributes in this
Median scores for all attributes regarding perfor- quadrant represent attributes considered important
mance were either 4 or 3. Overall, those attributes to the sample and also having a high score for
with the highest performance were associated with performance.
the destination’s general environment; alterna- It can be identified that 12 attributes fall within
tively, those attributes with low performance lev- this quadrant based on the mean values, while this
els were the destination’s conference facilities. reduces to 3 if the median is used. Overall, results
show that it is North Cyprus as a conference desti-
Importance-Performance Analysis of North nation that is the region’s strengths, followed
Cyprus as a Conference Destination by the accommodation offered and to a lesser ex-
tent the conference venues when mean scores areIPA was then undertaken for the destination at-
examined. Overall, a higher proportion of ma-tributes, utilizing these mean and median ranking
crodestination attributes feature in this quadrant.values. Figure 1 shows IPA undertaken using the
The following destination-related attributes re-mean values, while Figure 2 shows IPA using me-
dian values. ceived high importance and performance mean
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Figure 1. Importance performance graph for North Cyprus attributes (mean values).
scores: ease of accessibility, distance of destina- ues and overall value of organizing a congress.
The three attributes in this quadrant, by virtue oftion, city’s reputation, safety and security of desti-
nation, climate, hospitality, local support. The fol- their median scores, are a subset of those listed,
and are drawn from the destination-related attri-lowing accommodation-related attributes also
received high importance and performance mean butes identified; these being are distance of desti-
nation, safety and security of destination, and cli-scores: reasonably priced hotel rooms, availability
of hotel rooms, and quantity of good quality ho- mate.
Quadrant 2 (“Possible overkill”) represents at-tels. Finally, two venue-related attributes are in
this quadrant: reasonably priced conference ven- tributes with a low importance but high perfor-
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mance score. Based on the mean values, three on median values. The attributes that feature in
this quadrant, either using mean or median values,attributes are identified: availability of casinos,
beaches, and quality of nightlife in North Cyprus are all microdestination attributes.
Quadrant 3 entitled “Low priority” is com-all have higher performance scores than what the
sample perceived important for a conference desti- prised of those attributes low in both importance
and performance. Based on the mean values, IPAnation. Again, as with quadrant 1, utilizing the
median values creates a smaller subset of these has not identified any destination attribute that is
low in both importance and performance for Northattributes; indeed, only one attribute, that of avail-
ability of casinos, is located in this quadrant based Cyprus. However, undertaking IPA using median
Figure 2. Importance performance graph for North Cyprus attributes (median values).
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values places beaches and quality of nightlife in Conclusions
North Cyprus in this quadrant. Again, as with
Due to the political, economic, and sociocultu-quadrant 2, the attributes that feature in this quad-
ral turmoil witnessed within Cyprus over the last
rant, either using mean or median values, are all
three decades, and with trade embargoes applied
microdestination attributes.
to North Cyprus, it has been virtually impossibleThis quadrant has 10 attributes, based on the
for mass tourism to serve as a sustainable industry.
mean value, on which the sample considered to be
North Cyprus benefitted from the closure of casi-highly important but which North Cyprus per-
nos in Turkey in 1998 given its close proximity toformed low in. Of these 10 half are venue specific, Turkey. Although this sector proved to be attrac-these being: availability of a range of conference
tive initially, it meant North Cyprus was heavily
venues, availability of high-quality conference ven-
reliant on Turkey. This accounted for a lack of
ues, availability of trained conference staff, avail- foreign currency into the island as well as short
ability of congress/exhibition space, and availabil-
average lengths of stay, economic, and social im-ity of technological resources. A further five are pacts on the island. These issues and the threat ofdestination related: ease of transportation within South Cyprus entering the casino industry insti-destination, destination’s previous performance, gated a search for alternative forms of tourism inpromotional appeal, destination’s marketing activ- North Cyprus. However, 34.1% of respondents re-ities, and quality of local restaurants. Based on the ported that they had not organized any confer-
median values, the same 10 attributes are located
ences in North Cyprus yet. This is in line within this quadrant along with a further 9 attributes. findings from the literature review, which state
These are: availability of hotels rooms, city’s rep- that the conference sector is a newly developing
utation, ease of accessibility to destination, hospi-
sector in North Cyprus. In line with this, North
tality, local support, overall value of organizing a Cyprus has begun promoting itself as a conference
congress, quantity of good quality hotels, reason- destination. With heavy investments and continu-
ably priced conference venues, and reasonably ing developments in the conference industry, North
priced hotel rooms. Overall, a higher proportion of Cyprus has created a further reason to attract
microdestination attributes feature in this quad- Turkish nationals to the island.
rant. Research suggests that there are particular attri-
Results identified that there are both similari- butes that significantly influence and determine
ties and differences between IPA using mean and whether a conference organizer will choose a con-
median values. Where mean values are used, more ference destination. These attributes are assigned
attributes are located in both quadrants 1 and 2. a degree of importance on behalf of the industry
However, the use of median values results in a stakeholders. A destination whose attributes are in
subset of the attributes identified using the mean balance with conference organizers expectations is
values. No new attributes are introduced into more likely to be in included in the conference
quadrants 1 and 2. The converse is true for quad- destination selection process. Thus, understanding
rants 3 and 4. In these quadrants more attributes the opinions of conference organizers may provide
are identified by utilizing the median than by the useful content for not only the destination’s mar-
mean value. Indeed, two factors identified in quad- keting and promotional messages, but also for mi-
rant 2 using the mean appear in quadrant 4 when crodestination agents.
using the median, a shift from “Possibly overkill” Empirical results show those factors most im-
to “Low priority.” A further 9 attributes appear in portant to conference organizers are related mainly
quadrant 1 when using the mean values, which are to conference facilities, these being: the ease of
subsequently located in quadrant 4 when the me- accessibility to destination, followed by availabil-
dian values are utilized, thus a more significant ity of high-quality conference venues, safety and
move from “Keep up the good work” to “Concen- security of destination, availability of technologi-
cal resources, availability of a range of conferencetrate here.”
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venues, reasonably priced conference venues, and cal resources, availability of a range of conference
venues, availability of high-quality conference ven-quantity of good quality hotels. Conversely, the
least important factors are related to leisure activi- ues, availability of trained conference staff, avail-
ability of congress/exhibition space, destination’sties, these being: the availability of casinos, fol-
lowed by beaches, and quality of nightlife. The previous performance, promotional appeal, desti-
nation’s marketing activities, and quality of localassessment of North Cyprus’s performance with
respect to the same attributes demonstrated that restaurants. Most of these attributes happened to
be related to the destination’s conference facilities.North Cyprus performed the highest in factors re-
lated mainly to the conference destinations envi-
ronment. Conversely, areas that need improve- Discussion
ment in North Cyprus are more controllable
The majority of respondents placed a high de-attributes and the destinations conference facili-
gree of importance on ease of accessibility to theties. The results demonstrated that North Cyprus
destination, availability of high-quality conferenceseemingly performed best in climate, availability
venues, safety and security of destination, avail-of casinos, and safety and security of destination.
ability of technological resources, availability ofDespite this, North Cyprus apparently did not
a range of conference venues, reasonably pricedmeet expectations in the attributes availability of
conference venues, and quantity of good qualitytrained conference staff, destinations marketing
hotels. Findings of this study support research re-activities, and availability of high-quality confer-
sults from conference destination selection studiesence venues. These responses provide useful in-
conducted by numerous researchers (Baloglu &sights towards the respondents’ perceptions of
Love, 2003; Crouch & Ritchie, 1998; Kim & Kim,attributes considered important in conference des-
2005; Lee & Back, 2005; Oppermann, 1996).tination selection and the performance of North
They too found that the destination’s conferenceCyprus in relation to these attributes. However,
facilities, accessibility, the destinations environ-these results alone are not in the position to clearly
ment, and cost were the most significant factorsdescribe where North Cyprus stands in terms of
contributing to conference destination selection.meeting expectations of the industry stakeholders
Regarding performance, the literature review de-at hand.
scribes that North Cyprus is insufficient in publicAn IPA was also conducted using the mean and
transport and has a lack of infrastructure. This ismedian values, and showed that North Cyprus per-
congruent with the findings of the primary re-formed well, based on mean values, in highly im-
search related to the low performance of ease ofportant areas to conference organizers such as ease
transport, the availability of a range of conferenceof accessibility, distance of destination, reasonably
venues, and the availability of high-quality confer-priced conference venues, overall value of orga-
ence venues. Additionally, the nonrecognition ofnizing a congress, city’s reputation, safety and se-
North Cyprus (Warner, 1999) and the lack of mar-curity of destination, climate, hospitality, local
keting in the past (L. Altinay, Altinay, & Bicak,support, reasonably priced hotel rooms, availabil-
2002) justify conference organizers’ perceived lowity of hotel rooms, and quantity of good quality
performance of North Cyprus’s promotional ap-hotels. Indeed, distance of destination, safety and
peal and marketing activities.security of destination, and climate were also iden-
There is one aspect of the primary research thattified via the median values. Availability of casi-
was incongruent with the literature review. Thenos, beaches, and quality of nightlife in North Cy-
TRNC Ministry of Tourism, Environment, andprus are either considered as possible overkill or
Culture (2008) believe the safety and security ofare of a low priority in the decision-making pro-
North Cyprus is a weakness; however, the samplecess. However, North Cyprus was seemingly per-
perceives North Cyprus to be a high performer inceived a relatively low performer in other highly
this attribute. This factor could be one of the prin-important areas; for instance, ease of transporta-
tion within destination, availability of technologi- ciple macrodestination attributes that may be used
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to develop a “Conference Cyprus” branding. Bran- prove both public transport systems and the
North’s transport infrastructure.ding should focus on the strengths of North Cy-
• North Cyprus needs to continue making furtherprus and hence other macrodestination attributes
investments towards conference venues withof distance from mainland Europe, along with the
larger meeting space and high-quality techno-climate should be central to any branding/advertis-
logical resources.ing campaign. Microdestination attributes should
• The performance of conference staff in Northalso be incorporated; these include the pricing of
Cyprus was poor. Universities in North Cyprusboth conference venues and accommodation, along
do not offer education in conferences and exhi-with the quantity and availability of accommoda-
bitions. Academic and vocational institutes thattion. Although mention may be made of beaches
offer education towards tourism should incorpo-and nightlife that North Cyprus has to offer con-
rate congress/convention courses in their curric-ference delegates, these should be marginalized in
ulum.any promotion of North Cyprus’s conference sec-
• Policy makers and tourism officials should con-tor. Indeed, destination managers as well as man-
duct regular studies to assess the performanceagers of microdestination agencies of any postcon-
of the conference industry in North Cyprus. Theflict areas can learn lessons from this research. By
findings should identify North Cyprus’s posi-identifying and promoting those attributes that fall
tion in the conference market and help recog-into the category of “Keep up the good work,”
nize the strengths and weaknesses of particularmarginalizing those that are deemed “Possible
attributes.overkill” or “Low priority,” while selecting favor-
• The quality of local restaurants must be in-able attributes from those viewed as “Concentrate
creased. It is recommended that tourism estab-here,” postconflict regions can begin to build a
lishments organize in-house training sessions onbrand that can be promoted.
service quality. In addition to this, externalIt should be noted that several attributes in the
quality inspections should commence regularly.“Concentrate here” quadrant are elementary in
creating a successful conference—a principle at-
As for those attributes considered important bytribute being “Ease of transportation within the
the sample and that performed well (“Keep up thedestination.” While the branding and promotion
good work”), it is advised that the destination em-
of “Conference Cyprus” is essential, it is funda-
phasizes these factors during marketing and pro-
mental to its continued success that sufficient in-
motional activities in order to target industryfrastructure is put in place, not just in terms of
stakeholders. Furthermore, although there was atarmac, but also in terms of the availability of con- few attributes falling into the “Possible overkill”gress, exhibition, and high-quality conference ven- quadrant it does not represent that resources
ues as well as technological resources and trained
should be cut because attributes are performing
conference staff. Doing this should ensure that higher than necessary. In fact, in the current com-North Cyprus is not putting the metaphorical “con- petitive environment, it may be these attributesference cart before the horse.”
that help differentiate North Cyprus against other
destinations with similar attributes during the con-
Recommendations for the North Cyprus ference destination selection process, because they
Conference Industry account for additional leisure activities contribut-
ing to the overall tourism product.This research study makes the following rec-
ommendations for the North Cyprus conference
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